OM TECHCORP is an India based, Industrial service provider to the Steel Tube and Pipe Industry.

Our Services and Competencies are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOMAIN (In Steel Tube and Pipe industry)</th>
<th>SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machinery and Technology</td>
<td>Selection advisory, Sourcing, Third party Maintenance, Spares and Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product (Raw Material and Finished)</td>
<td>Sourcing and Sales (Agent), Vendor Due diligence &amp; Liaison, New Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process and Quality Control</td>
<td>Manufacturing Process Techno - Commercial Consulting And Set Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection and Certification</td>
<td>Testing, Expediting, Approvals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OM TECHCORP team have + 30 years of proven experience in above areas.
Partner and Senior Consulting team are:

- Shri (Mr.) Prakash Patel – Partner
  30 years of experience in the manufacturing and QC of Seamless and Welded carbon, alloy & stainless steel tubes. Experience in Inspection, Certification –Approval, Marketing, Planning Project implementation of above products.

- Team Consulting Associates
  45 years of experience in the manufacturing of Seamless carbon, alloy & stainless steel tubes through Piercing & Extrusion route. Experience in Project implementation of above products and pilger mill technology.

CLIENT REFERENCES
OM TechCorp specializes in consolidated sourcing and supply liaison of Production lines, QC equipment, Processing machinery, Spares and related services for the Stainless Steel and Carbon Steel Tube industry.

Our Advantage

- One stop consolidate source for all machinery related to tube industry and also the raw material. This includes solution towards supply (as an agent), sourcing new technology, pre-order techno-commercial conclusion, delivery and after sale service ‘follow up’.
- Machinery manufacturers are filtered and selected after due diligence, past supply performance and with strong techno-commercial advantage.
- Our team’s experience in tube industry assures client of meeting their requirement to optimum satisfaction.

Our Machinery, Services and Spares Scope for Tube/Pipe Industry includes

WELD PLANT
Weld Mill Online
(Including DE beading, Bright Annealing and Eddy current)

COLD DRAWING PLANT MACHINERY
Push Pointing Machine
Roller Pointing Machine
Straightening Machine
Tube Draw Bench
Pilger / Cold Rolling Machine

PROCESS PLANT MACHINERY
Surface treatment / Pickling
Solution Annealing Furnace
Bright Annealing Furnace (Offline) with ammonia cracker.
Cutting Machine
Polishing machine

BA Furnace
Round tube inside polishing machine
U BEND
U BEND SECTION
U-Bend Machinery
U-Bend SR
U-Bend Hydro

TESTING MACHINERY
ROTA Ultrasonic NDT system
ROTA / Encircling coil eddy current system.
Straight Tube Hydro
Tube Underwater Test

QC LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Spectro Meter
Image Analyzer / Micro scope
PMI Machine
Rockwell cum Hardness Machine
Calibration equipment(s)
Muffle Furnace
Thermometer
Universal Testing Machine (Tensile)
Compression Testing Machine

MISCELLANEOUS PLANT MACHINERY
Crane
Conveyor (Transportation / Loading / Offloading)
Air Compressor System
Transformer
Pump and Valves
ETP and Tanks (Fume /PP)
Hot water generator
Weigh Machine
Lath / Shaping / Drill / Bench Machine
Marking

SERVICES
Consulting towards plant set up, production and approvals (IBR, TPI etc).
Raw Material Sourcing
Procurement Outsourcing and related capital services.
IT Set Up - ERP, Server and Security (3rd party)
Plant Electrical EPC (3rd party)
Civil (3rd party)
SPARES

As per client drawing and material.

Hot Piercing Plant
Mandrel for Accuroll
Die Roller for SRM
Guide Plate size
Guide Cover roller Ring
Main roll for piercing machine
Main roll for accuroll machine
Main roll shaft for piercing machine
Main roll shaft for Accuroll machine
Nipple Plug
SRM Roll Frames

Pilger / Cold Rolling Machine
Roll Die (Straight and Hyperbola design options)
Mandrel

Weld Mill
Rollers

Pilger roll die and mandrel
OM TechCorp specializes in supply (as an agent) of steel tubes/pipes.

Our team 25 years' experience in steel tube industry and direct relationship with the reputed tube/pipe manufacturer(s) enables us to meet our client requirement to their satisfaction.

The manufacturer(s) are approved by the majority of the world’s engineering consultants, audit firms in the fields of dairy, chemicals, petrochemicals, oils and gas, water and nuclear /thermal power.

PRODUCT RANGE:

- **Product:** Tubes and Pipes
- **Process & Type:** Cold Drawn | Hot Finished | Welded | Seamless | Straight and U Tube
- **Material:** Carbon steel, stainless steel and alloy steel grades.
- **Generic Sizes:** OD: 6 mm To 168.3 mm | Thickness: 0.50 mm To 25 mm | Length: 31 Meter Maximum (The size scope depends upon type)
- **Specification And Grades:** As per ASME, ASTM,BS,EN,DIN,IS | TP , UNS (client requirement)

Our role in the supply covers the following scope:

- Supplier assessment - selection based on client/buyer requirement & compliances.
- Technical requirement confirmation.
- Commercial and terms conclusion.
- Order expediting*.
- Pre-Shipment Inspection and packing*.
- Shipment Status

(* Charged additional)

In addition to above, we can also provide procurement outsourcing and related capital services.
OM TechCorp team has 25 years of experience in the tube / pipe manufacturing involving various processes.

Team plant experience includes raw material selection and planning, production and trials, quality control, compliances and ISO certification, machinery selection, sourcing & maintenance, skilled manpower network.

Leveraging our team in depth practical experience, we provide consulting services in the above domain towards Tube Production Plant involving following production process and machinery for

- Hot Finish Alloy Tube /Pipe for boiler etc application
- Hot Finish SS Tube /Pipe Production through extrusion.
- Cold Finish Tube (welded & seamless) for industrial application.
- CS & SS Mother hollow. (Raw material for further rolling)
- Sleeve Tube (welded) and Clad Tube (seamless).
- Coiled tube.
- Tubes for auto application
- Larger dia. Welded pipe
MANPOWER AND TPI SERVICES

OM TECH CORP established in 2012, is an India based industrial resources - services providing firm.

Our service range covers inspection and technical staffing in our competent areas.

Our Manpower supply competencies include:

Product Inspection: Tube & Pipe, Valves, Composites, Turbines, Casting.
Candidate Qualification: Dip and BE – Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, Safety, NDT, AWS
Candidate Professional skills: Reporting, Customer co-ordination, follow safety standard
Geography: Gujarat – Ahmedabad, Kutch, Rajkot, Bhavnagar | Maharashtra.
Languages: English, Hindi, Regional Indian language.

SERVICES

TECHNICAL STAFFING
Having the right people at the right time and place is of paramount importance for project success. Availability of technical people and with specialized skills can be challenging for recruiter. Our technical staffing services help client to focus on core business while reducing their recruitment time and expense.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL INSPECTION
Quality and process audit are crucial stage of supply chain and maintenance. Our inspection services covers expediting, technical auditing, third party vendor inspection and non-destructive testing.